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A B S T R A C T

We report on a novel way of performing stimulated electron energy-loss and energy-gain spectroscopy (sEELS/
sEEGS) experiments that does not require a pulsed gun. In this scheme, a regular scanning transmission electron
microscope (STEM) equipped with a conventional continuous electron gun is fitted with a modified EELS de-
tector and a light injector in the object chamber. The modification of the EELS detector allows one to expose the
EELS camera during tunable time intervals that can be synchronized with nanosecond laser pulses hitting the
sample, therefore allowing us to collect only those electrons that have interacted with the sample under light
irradiation. Using ∼ 5 ns laser pulses of ∼ 2 eV photon energy on various plasmonic silver samples, we obtain
evidence of sEELS/sEEGS through the emergence of up to two loss and gain peaks in the spectra at ± 2 and
±4 eV. Because this approach does not involve any modification of the gun, our method retains the original
performances of the microscope in terms of energy resolution and spectral imaging with and without light
injection. Compared to pulsed-gun techniques, our method is mainly limited to a perturbative regime (typically
no more that one gain event per incident electron), which allows us to observe resonant effects, in particular
when the plasmon energy of a silver nanostructure matches the laser photon energy. In this situation, EELS and
EEGS signals are enhanced in proportion to +n 1 and n, respectively, where n is the average plasmon population
due to the external illumination. The n term is associated with stimulated loss and gain processes, and the term of
1 corresponds to conventional (spontaneous) loss. The EELS part of the spectrum is therefore an incoherent
superposition of spontaneous and stimulated EEL events. This is confirmed by a proper quantum-mechanical
description of the electron/light/plasmon system incorporating light–plasmon and plasmon–electron interac-
tions, as well as inelastic plasmon decay.

1. Introduction

The three scientists honored in this special issue, one of them being
an author of this article, have shared many common interests in elec-
tron microscopy and contributed with pioneering advances. Their
contributions encompass in particular inelastic scattering, coherence,
various sorts of fields mapping, the search for new electron-based
techniques and the development of innovative instrumentation. It is
therefore no surprise that we decided to present a new instrumental
development in a relatively new field of electron microscopy mixing
inelastic scattering of electrons and the influence of electromagnetic
optical fields in an electron microscope, namely stimulated electron

energy-loss spectroscopy (sEELS) and stimulated electron energy-gain
spectroscopy (sEEGS).

The idea of shining a light beam onto a sample of interest and ob-
serving sEELS/sEEGS was prophesied by Howie in a short proceeding
for a conference [1]. In that paper, he was screening some potential
techniques able to help analyzing defects in semi-conductors, including
photoelectron emission microscopy (PEEM), cathodoluminescence (CL)
and emission of light by scanning tunneling microscopy. Interestingly,
among all these techniques, only cathodoluminescence proved to be
reliable for single-defect detection. More precisely point defects be-
having as single photon emitters can now be detected using this tech-
nique [2,3]. Nevertheless, the other two techniques also found
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impressive applications in nanophotonics. In particular, Howie pointed
out how PEEM could be utilized for plasmon mapping, and later it was
brought to produce high-resolution plasmon maps [4,5] and ultrafast
plasmon dynamics [5,6]. Howie also discussed tip-enhanced Raman
scattering (TERS), which can now image sub-molecular features using
the Raman signal [7].

However, Howie’s most striking prophecy was about electron en-
ergy gain. At the time, electron energy gains had been already detected
several decades earlier in different configurations. Those include
thermal EEGS, where electrons are accelerated by thermal phonons,
detected almost 50 years ago with no spatial resolution [8,9]—thermal
EEGS can now be acquired with nanometer resolution [10]. Accelera-
tion of electrons with non-thermally excited quasi-particles (i.e., not
phonons, but rather higher energy quasi-particles such as for example
plasmons) was also realized a long time ago: Schilling and Raether [11]
managed to observe EEGS from high-energy plasmons using an high-
intensity electron beam; with such a beam, the incoming electrons
pump the system, so that trailing electrons in the same beam could pick
up the energy deposited by leading electrons and be accelerated. Also,
acceleration of electron beams with a light beam was discussed in the
context of the inverse Cerenchov effect [12]. But Howie predicted a
brand new physical mechanism of electron energy gain, namely, the
acceleration of electrons by the field scattered by nanoscale objects il-
luminated by a laser beam [1].

Almost 10 years later, two of us calculated the probability for an
electron to be accelerated close to a plasmonic nanoparticle [13],
showing that it could be possible to observe a peak in the gain part of
the EELS spectrum using reasonably high-power continuous-wave (CW)
laser light.

The electron energy-gain spectroscopy (EEGS) proposed in Ref. [13]
was concerned with resonant structures excited by light and probed at
the nanometer scale. This work focused on the increase in spectral re-
solution, which could be only limited by the laser spectral width, and
not by the zero-loss-peak (ZLP) energy width of the electron micro-
scope, which is orders of magnitude higher. The principle of electron
energy gain in laser-excited samples was experimentally demonstrated
one year later by Barwick et al. [14]. In contrast to the perturbative
regime that we studied [13], the effect demonstrated in the experiment
conducted by the group of the late Ahmed Zewail was not a small
perturbation, but led to a spectrum overwhelmed by replicas, with
multiple peaks spaced by the exciting laser energy, on the gain and loss
parts of the spectrum in a nearly symmetric distribution relative to the
ZLP. Indeed, the experiment was performed using a femtosecond pulsed
laser able to both trigger electron emission and sample light irradiation.
With proper synchronization, the overlap between the electron and
laser pulses could be made sufficiently large to make the intensity of the
replica peaks similar to that of the ZLP. Using this high signal-to-noise
ratio spectra, images of the electromagnetic field scattered by the nano-
object could be resolved. Such microscopy technique was therefore
baptized as photon-induced near-field electron microscopy (PINEM).
The occurrence of the multiple replicas occurring in PINEM was soon
described theoretically [15]. PINEM was further used to map electro-
magnetic fields of various structures, including surface plasmons po-
laritons [16]. It was also recently extended to tunable femtosecond
lasers, allowing spectrally resolved plasmon imaging to be performed
[17].

In Ref. [15], the special case in which the photon pulse is much
longer than the electron pulse was also analyzed, showing even
stronger effects, including a vanishing of the ZLP and quantum-billiard
transitions between spectral peaks associated with different net num-
bers of exchanged photons. These effects were brilliantly demonstrated
in 2015 by Feist et al. [18], who interpreted the results in terms of Rabi
oscillations of the fast electron between the free propagation eigen-
states shifted by multiples of the laser excitation. We note that Feist
et al. used an ultrafast high-brightness/high-coherence gun (a Schottky
field emission gun in this case) in order to be able to observe this effect

with high spatial resolution (note that similar effects can be retrieved
without spatial resolution with a low brightness gun [19]). More gen-
erally, the use of a high coherence gun should be a pre-requisite for
both time-resolved holography and spatially resolved analytic micro-
scopy [20]. For spectroscopic works at high spatial resolution, as the
one of the present paper, high brightness indeed allows to get high
current densities for incident angles small enough as to avoid de-
gradation of spatial resolution due to geometrical aberrations.

Now, the development of a high-brightness pulsed electron gun is a
demanding task [21]. Switching between continuous and pulsed con-
figurations through the electron gun is usually not easy. Additionally,
changing the gun in an existing microscope involves a complex and
costly effort. Therefore, one may wonder if a more versatile and
cheaper solution is possible. On a more fundamental level, one may also
want to explore a simpler physical configuration, in which the inter-
action between the electron and the photon field, as mediated by a
nano-object, is essentially linear, and where the spectral resolution in
the sEELS/sEEGS output is closer to that used in regular EELS for nano-
optics, which is significantly higher than the one currently reported in
pulsed-gun-technology studies. In this way, gain spectroscopy, which has
been elusive until now, could be made possible.

In this paper, we present a technique in which, instead of exciting a
sample with synchronized sub-picosecond pulsed electron and laser
beams (pulsed excitation technique), we are irradiating the sample with
a stochastic electron beam and a pulsed laser, the latter synchronized
with the detection (pulsed detection technique). In the pulsed excita-
tion technique, all electrons have the possibility to experience stimu-
lated gain or loss and then contribute to the collected spectrum. In the
pulsed detection technique that we introduce here, most of the elec-
trons do not experience sEEL and sEEG, and therefore only inelastic
events arising when the sample is exposed to the laser have to be de-
tected through synchronized detection. We show that indeed sEELS/
sEEGS replicas can be observed in this way. We report a spectral re-
solution better than 500 meV, as measured by the full width at max-
imum (FWHM) of the ZLP. Compared to the pulsed excitation tech-
nique, the pulsed detection approach shows sEELS/sEEGS peak
intensities that are approximately linear with the laser intensity. We
then demonstrate the possibility to perform spectral imaging inter-
changeably with and without sEELS/sEEGS signals. By working with a
nanostructure exhibiting a mode in resonance with the incident laser,
we are able to further unveil basic properties of resonant sEELS/sEEGS.
First, compared to the off-resonance situation probed in the same ex-
periment, sEELS/sEEGS peaks are largely enhanced due to the resonant
matching of the laser and the structure mode energy. Additionally, the
EELS peak intensity is higher than its EEGS counterpart. As confirmed
by a detailed theoretical treatment presented below, this discrepancy
with the current literature can be simply explained by the fact that in
our case loss and gain events should be proportional to +n 1 and n,
respectively, where n is the average number of plasmons created by the
incident laser. This dependence describes the probability of creating
and destroying a bosonic plasmon mode, with the term n being asso-
ciated with stimulated loss and gain processes, respectively, and the
term of 1 representing spontaneous losses (i.e., conventional EELS). The
EELS events are therefore incoherent superpositions of spontaneous and
stimulated EEL ones.

2. Experimental details

The principle of a pulsed-detection sEELS/sEEGS setup is presented
in Fig. 1, together with a timeline in Fig. 2. A conventional (S)TEM (a
dedicated VG HB501 in this paper) is fitted with a light injection device
(based on the Attolight Mönch 4107 in the present case) through which
a laser beam can be focused on the sample. The microscope is also fitted
with a modified EELS spectrometer and detector. The main modifica-
tion of the EELS detection scheme is the addition of a fast deflector after
the last quadrupole of a modified 666 Gatan spectrometer. Combined
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with a slit in front of the scintillator, the deflector allows us to peri-
odically obtain a stationary beam hitting the scintillator during a cus-
tomizable period as short as = 18ON ns (ON time). In the present case,
the deflection period is chosen to match the repetition rate

= =R 1/ 10R kHz of a nanosecond-pulse high-power SYRAH Credo
laser. This laser emits 582 nm (2.13 eV) pulses of = 5 ns duration. We
usually set τON to its minimum (i.e., as close as possible to the value of
δ) and adjust the delay Δ between the laser and deflector pulses so that
all the electrons that have been emitted during the period in which the
sample was irradiated by the laser are finally detected (see Fig. 2). The
setup is prepared to send an average power tunable between 0 and
more than 400mW after coupling into an optical fiber. Using an optical
fiber simplifies alignments at the price of reducing the maximum power
density achievable. If needed, however, nothing prevents the experi-
ment from being made free-space with the light injection system used
[21]. We use a field programmable gate array (FPGA) for synchroni-
zation electronics to make coincide the triggering of the laser emission
and the beam deflection. The delay Δ between the two of them can be
fine-tuned with a programmable 5 ns precision. EELS spectra, or more
generally EELS, sEELS and sEEGS spectra, are acquired on an Andor
Newton charge coupled device (CCD) camera, and simultaneously,
high-angle-annular-dark-field (HAADF) data can also be collected. For

the remaining of this article, we use 15 mrd incidence and acceptance
angles, and a typical current of 50 pA in the probe.

A very important feature of the present setup is that the operation of
the microscope is exactly the same as a regular one, even if of course the
sample can be affected physically by the laser illumination (see below).
For example, for electron-dose-sensitive samples, a regular pre-spe-
cimen blanker (with μs resolution in our setup) can be synchronized
with the end of the ON time. The probe stability is not affected by the
illumination, and the HAADF imaging is only slightly perturbed by
stray light coming from the laser. The stray light is due to the design of
the VG microscope, where no electron optics exists between the sample
and the HAADF detector to protect the latter. However, it would be
naturally screened from light in a more modern microscope.
Additionally, it is important to note that the EELS detection system is
not affected by our pulsed detection approach. Indeed, pulsed detection
does not induce extra aberrations in the spectrometer, as it stands after
all the electron optics (see a demonstration below). EELS spectra are
acquired with typically milliseconds to seconds dwell time, during
which an arbitrary number N of light pulses and ON deflector times
take place (see Fig. 2). This means that typically =N 10 to 104 pulses
have interacted during the dwell time. Apart from the fact that the
effective current reaching the EELS camera is reduced by a factor

× × = ×10 5 10 5 104 9 5 (the accumulated time during which the
signal reaches the detector in one second is the repetition rate multi-
plied by the pulse width), the EELS detector works the same way as
without pulsed operation. Therefore, spectral and HAADF imaging can
transparently be performed in the pulsed or non-pulsed configurations
with no modification of the setup, which is a practical major advantage
over the regular, pulsed-gun configuration.

For light injection alignments, we usually first pre-aligned the light
injector to maximize the cathodoluminescence signal. Then, we bring
the laser power to a point where holes could be drilled in some sacri-
ficial part of the sample and realign this way, if necessary.

3. Results and discussion

Samples were prepared by Joule-evaporating a 250 nm thick silver
film on top of a regular TEM carbon holey grid. Silver nanocubes in
solution were further deposited. In many places the cubes could stick
out in a hole, yet being in thermal contact with the film. This allowed us
to collect a substantial sEELS/sEEGS signature without melting the
sample.

Fig. 3 shows a proof-of-principle of sEELS/sEEGS acquired with the
beam positioned in the vacuum next to a folded piece of silver film. A
clear sEELS/sEEGS signature is observed, revealing the presence of
peaks at multiples of the photon energy. In this particular instance, two
sEELS and two sEEGS peaks (replicas) could be resolved. However, in
most cases, the power needed to observe the replicas (here around
432mW or 6.35× 1014 W/m2, as determined by the modelization of
the light injection configuration) led to the destruction of the sample.
Even in the present extreme case, we note that only two replicas could
be observed, with a maximum intensity (area under the peak) of
≈ 20% of the ZLP. This is much smaller than what is usually observed
in pulsed-gun sEELS/sEEGS experiments [14,16,18], where the inter-
action can be so strong that the ZLP eventually drops to zero [18]. In
our pulsed-detection measurements, the sEELS/sEEGS signal is gen-
erally of the order of the regular EELS signal from plasmons in large
nanoparticles (i.e., a fraction ∼ 10 3– 10 2 of the ZLP).

We present in Fig. 4 the effect of changing the delay between the
laser pulse and the fast deflector pulse. In this case, we set = 28ON ns.
We see that the signal drops to zero within ± 10 ns. This is slightly
smaller than expected from the overlap of the ON time and laser pulse
duration, possibly because of an effective ON time shorter than ex-
pected. We are currently investigating this effect.

Knowing that the observed signal corresponds indeed to sEELS/
sEEGS, we turn our attention to a few differences with respect to the

Fig. 1. Schematics of the pulsed-detection sEELS/sEEGS setup. The scanning
coils and spectral-imaging electronics are omitted for clarity. (a) Side view
including the dispersive axis (E). (b) Bottom view including the non-dispersive
axis (y).
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pulsed-gun technology. Fig. 5 presents a sEELS/sEEGS spectrum ac-
quired close to a silver nanocube. The FWHM of the ZLP and the re-
plicas is slightly smaller than 0.5 eV. This is very close to the nominal

value of the FWHM of the ZLP on this microscope, as seen from the
overlapped ZLP obtained under regular conditions in Fig. 5. The main
limits in this particular microscope stem from the lack of stability of the
high acceleration voltage and spectrometer power supplies, the quality
of the scintillator and the relatively high incidence and acceptance
angles (and related aberrations) used here. A modern microscope and
spectrometer combination typically reach better than 300 meV on a
routine basis, see e.g. [22]. This is in contrast to the pulsed-gun ap-
proach, which is currently limited above 600 meV [20,23], owing in
part to energy broadening due to the electrons photoemission physics
and in part to the stability of the electron microscope and spectrometer.
We understand that there is no reason to expect that our type of setup

Fig. 2. Synchronization scheme of the pulsed detection. From top to bottom, we indicate the relevant elements in the electron column of Fig. 1. Note that the photon
pulses and electron deflection shapes have been schematized as rectangular gate functions.

Fig. 3. Proof-of-principle pulsed-detection sEELS/sEEGS with two replicas. The
data have been collected with the beam position fixed close to a thick silver
layer (see red square in inset) with a laser power density of 6.35× 1014 W/m2

and an acquisition time of 1 s.

Fig. 4. Effect of the delay between laser excitation and fast deflection. The
electron beam is placed close to a melted part of a silver film. Left: series of
spectra taken at various delays, as indicated in the legend. The dwell time is
1000 ms, the detection ON time τON is 28 ns. A total of 20 spectra have been
acquired in this configuration, realigned with respect to their ZLP position and
averaged. Right: integrated intensity of the first replica (EEGS and EELS) as a
function of delay. The integrated intensity has been calculated by removing a
linear background contribution, then summing the intensity under each of the
peaks.

Fig. 5. Typical spectrum extracted from spectral imaging performed on a silver
nanocube (see Fig. 7). In the pulsed-detection mode (magenta spectrum), the
ZLP as well as the replicas have a FWHM slightly smaller than 0.5 eV. A
spectrum obtained in regular mode (blue) is also shown for comparison. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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could not be implemented in a monochromated electron microscope
and reach state-of-the-art spectral resolution (currently in the sub-
10 meV range [24]). A second aspect that appears as a striking differ-
ence with respect to the pulsed-gun sEELS/sEEGS technologies is the
linearity of the phenomenon in our pulsed-detection scheme. More
precisely, as exemplified in Fig. 6, the intensity of a replica scales lin-
early with the injected power laser. Although pulsed-gun setups can of
course be operated in this regime, they are commonly used in a strong

nonlinear regime in which the summed sEEGS is larger than the ZLP,
leading to an excellent signal-to-noise ratio for application in e.g.
PINEM. In our approach, trying to reach a nonlinear regime leads to
destruction of our samples, due to the necessary much higher power.
The quality of the data in the pulsed-detection scheme, where the
sEELS/sEEGS signal is of the same order of magnitude as the regular
EELS signal (i.e., several orders of magnitude smaller than a typical
PINEM signal), relies therefore on the same optimization of the detec-
tion setup as in conventional EELS [25].

We next turn our attention to the study of resonant sEELS/
sEEGS signals. In the preceding examples, point spectra were taken at
positions relevant to unveil the main properties of the pulsed-detection
sEELS/sEEGS approach. To that end, we selected points where the laser
energy was not matching any resonance of the system. In order to study
the effect of resonantly exciting a plasmon mode, we performed regular
EELS spectral-imaging on a silver nanocube lying attached to a silver
film edge with part of it on the vacuum side, as shown in Fig. 7 (top
inset). In this spectral image, the laser was left on, but the ON state of
the deflector was set to 9000 ns, much larger than the 10 ms acquisition
dwell time of individual spectra. This way, the obtained EELS spectra
were directly comparable with the pulsed-detection mode (i.e., the
sample was irradiated the same way). The spectra of this object, which
have been normalized to the total number of counts in order to quan-
titatively compare the signals in both configurations, present two major
features, one at ≈ 2 eV and localized on the suspended part of the
cube, and another one at ≈ 3.2 eV on the film side, as shown in the
filtered maps of the inset to Fig. 7 (top). Although the sample was ir-
radiated by a laser beam, no sEELS/sEEGS signal was detected, because
it was overwhelmed by the ZLP and the regular EELS signal originating
from the time periods in which the sample was not illuminated (i.e.,
most of the time due to the large ON state of the deflector). As already
mentioned above, triggering the pulse detection operation does not
affect the overall performance of the microscope, which makes it easy
to compare regular EELS and sEELS/sEEGS signals in spectral-imaging
mode. We therefore acquired a second spectral image in a pulsed-de-
tection mode where the ON time (18 ns) was slightly larger than the
laser pulse duration. The results are displayed in Fig. 7 (bottom). A
spectrum taken close to the film exhibits the ≈3.2 eV mode, in addi-
tion to a small sEELS/sEEGS signal at the laser energy. The filtered map
at this energy (not shown) is quite comparable to that of Fig. 7 (top).
The only noticeable difference lies in the signal-to-noise ratio, which is
obviously much worse in the sEELS/sEEGS mode, an effect that we
attribute to the ≈ ×5 10 4 drop in the signal reaching the EELS de-
tector (everything else being equal) in the pulsed-detection mode (i.e.,
the small fraction of time in which the detector is ON). The situation is
quite different for the ≈2 eV plasmon peak, which is nearly on re-
sonance with the laser injection (i.e., the energy difference between
plasmon and incident photon energies is 0.13 eV, which is small com-
pared with the FWHM of the plasmon). First, the sEELS/sEEGS signal is
now largely enhanced to the point that it is much larger than the
≈3.2 eV signal or the EELS signal of the ≈ 2 eV plasmon peak. Second,
the sEELS and sEEGS maps, despite the noise, closely resemble each
other. However, they slightly differ from their EELS counterpart. The
signal is now more localized on the two tips of the cube, which is a
characteristic difference between EELS and sEELS/sEEGS (see theore-
tical description below). Finally, the spectral weight of the sEELS and
sEEGS spectra are clearly different. This is in stark contrast with the
available experimental literature, in which sEELS/sEEGS replicas are
totally symmetric.

4. Theoretical description

We can obtain insight into the electron/light/plasmon interaction
processes through a proper quantum-mechanical description in-
corporating light–plasmon and plasmon–electron interactions, as well
as inelastic plasmon decay, taking into account that light and electrons

Fig. 6. sEELS/sEEGS experiments in the linear regime. Left: spectra measured
with an electron beam close to coalescent silver nanocubes (see inset) for
various laser powers. Right: area under the sEEGS and sEELS first replica peaks
as a function of laser power, showing an approximately linear dependence.

Fig. 7. sEELS/sEEGS spectral-imaging experiments in the resonant regime. The
laser power is 73mW (≈1014 W/m2). Top: EELS spectral-imaging with 900 ms
ON time. In this configuration, the sample is illuminated, but most of the de-
tected electrons do not undergo any sEELS/sEEGS event. Inset: HAADF image of
the structure (coloured squares indicate the position of the beam where the
colour-coordinated spectra in the main panel have been acquired) and filtered
images for two main modes. Bottom: sEELS/sEEGS spectral-imaging with
shorter ON time. Specifically, the ON time is close to the laser pulse duration,
leading to a clear observation of sEELS/sEEGS features. Inset: HAADF image of
the structure (coloured squares indicate the position of the beam where the
colour-coordinated spectra in the main panel have been acquired) and filtered
images around the energies of the sEELS/sEEGS first peak. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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cannot directly interact due to their energy-momentum mismatch. We
thus write the Hamiltonian of the system as

= +

+ + + +( )

a a b b

g t a a g b b a g b b a( )( ) * ,
k

k k k

kk
kk k k kk k k

p
† †

† † † †

(1)

where a† and a represent creation and annihilation operators of the
plasmon, respectively, bk

† and bk create and annihilate an electron of
wave vector k and kinetic energy ℏεk along the beam direction, and ωp
is the plasmon frequency. Terms in the first line of Eq. (1) describe the
non-interacting plasmon and electron, respectively, whereas the second
line incorporates interaction terms. In particular, the externally applied
light of frequency ω0, approximated to be continuous wave, interacts
with the plasmon through a time-varying rate =g t g( ) 2Re{ e },t

0
i 0

where =g E p·0 0 is written in terms of the optical electric field am-
plitude E0 and an effective plasmon dipole p. For simplicity, we assume
in what follows a single plasmon mode.

Before we discuss the effect of inelastic decay of the plasmon, we
can examine the Hamiltonian (1) to extract some general characteristics
of the electron spectrum. Assuming the initial state to contain n plas-
mons (i.e., a plasmon Fock state |n⟩) and neglecting light–plasmon
interaction during the passage of the electron, we can use the Fermi
golden rule to first order in the electron–plasmon interaction gkk to find
that the electron spectrum contains two peaks separated by energies
± ℏωp from the ZLP, whose magnitudes are proportional to +n 1 and n
in the loss and gain peaks associated with matrix elements for transi-
tions to plasmon states +n| 1 and n| 1 , respectively. The loss peak is
therefore more intense than the gain peak (in agreement with experi-
ment), as both of them contain a term proportional to the plasmon
population n (stimulated processes), but the loss peak has an additional
term +( 1) representing spontaneous (i.e., conventional) loss events. We
thus conclude that direct comparison between loss and gain peaks in
the measured spectra allows us to determine the number of plasmons n
continuously excited by the external illumination before arrival of the
electron, as the peak ratio is simply given by +n n( 1)/ . In Fig. 7, for
example, the comparison of the area under the gain and loss peaks in
the illuminated and non-illuminated scenarios yields an average
number of plasmons n≈1.2, in agreement with the linear regime
reached in the present experiments. We note that this value is slightly
underestimated, as the ON time is larger than the δ time, and therefore,
there are more spontaneous events counted arising during the time in
which the electrons are detected but the laser is not illuminating the
sample.

4.1. Inelastic plasmon losses

In a realistic scenario, plasmons have a finite lifetime that affects the
profile of the resulting electron spectrum. We introduce this effect
through a finite plasmon decay rate γ by resorting to the density matrix
of the system ρ, which is subject to the equation of motion

= +d
dt

a a a a a ai [ , ]
2

(2 ).† † †
(2)

It is then convenient to express the density matrix in the interaction
picture as

= +l l k k| | | | e ,
ll kk

ll kk
l l t t

,
i( ) i( )k kp

where |l⟩ and |k⟩ denote a Fock state of the plasmon with occupancy l
and a momentum state of the electron with wave vector k, respectively.
Plugging this expression into Eq. (2), we find the explicit differential
equations
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+
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for the evolution of the density matrix coefficients, which readily leads
to the hermiticity condition = ( )*ll kk l l k k, , .

We solve Eq. (3) perturbatively in the electron–plasmon interaction,
but to all orders in the light–plasmon interaction, so that we decompose

= + + ,(0) (1) where the terms α(m) have an m-order dependence
on the coefficients gkk . In this scheme, as explained for example in Ref.
[26], the density matrix to zeroth order in the electron–plasmon in-
teraction (i.e., in the infinite past) reads

= k k| | | |,(0)
0 0 (4)

where k0 is the wave vector of the incident electron, while
= = l l| e ( / ! )e |l

l l t| | /2
0

i2 p is a coherent plasmon state char-
acterized by the time-dependent amplitude

=

= +
+

+

dt g t

g g

i ( )e

1 e
i /2

*e
i /2

.

t t t t

t t

i ( )/2

0
i( )

p 0

0
i( )

p 0

p

p 0 p 0

(5)

We note that this state corresponds to a number of optically-excited
plasmons given by =n | |2. Under the approximations +| |p 0
(narrow width) and | |p 0 (resonant excitation), we find
n≈|2g0/ℏγ|2.

Using Eqs. (4) and (5), we can readily write the unperturbed (from
the electron–plasmon-interaction viewpoint) coefficients of the density
matrix as

=
l l

e ( )*
! !

.ll kk kk k k
l l

,
(0) | |

0 0
2

We assume this value of the coefficients at an initial time =t t0 and
integrate Eq. (3) by retaining terms of the same order on both sides of
the equation, so that α(m) for each order m is obtained from the coef-
ficients for orders <m. Repeating this procedure twice (to first obtain
α(1) from α(0), and then α(2) from α(1)), and integrating up to a time t
such that t t( ) 1,0 we calculate the electron transition rate to the
lowest nonvanishing order in the electron–plasmon interaction as

=P
t t

lim .k
t t l

ll kk

1/

,
(2)

00

This expression gives the population (i.e., the diagonal elements of the
density matrix) of states in which the electron has evolved to a new
wave vector k, with the plasmons traced out.

For a dipole-like plasmon (e.g., the dipolar mode of a metallic
sphere, or also a dipolar mode in one of the silver cubes under con-
sideration), the electron–plasmon interaction coefficient can be ob-
tained from the electric field produced by the electron acting on the
plasmon dipole p. We find [27]

=g e
L

q K q R qK q Rp R z2 · ^ i ^ ,kk
r

r
r r

2 1 0

where =q k k , v is the electron velocity, = v c1/ 1 /r
2 2 accounts

for relativistic corrections, R is the distance from the dipole to the
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electron trajectory, L is a quantization length along the beam direction
and K0 and K1 are modified Bessel functions. This expression assumes
the non-recoil approximation, in which the electron velocity is taken to
remain nearly unchanged during interaction with the plasmon under
the assumption k k k| | ,0 0 which directly implies k k v( )0 from
energy and momentum conservation. Multiplying the transition rate Pk
by the interaction time L/v and using the conversion ∑k→(L/2π)∫ dω,
we finally obtain the electron spectrum

= L
v

P( )
2

,k
2

where the L2 factor correctly cancels the 1/L dependence of the gkk
coupling coefficients to =m 2 order in the calculation of Pk. Never-
theless, for the present discussion, the magnitude of the coupling
coefficient gkk is essentially absorbed into an overall constant in the
resulting electron spectral intensity.

We present characteristic examples of calculation in Fig. 8 for dif-
ferent values of the light frequency ω0 (vertical axis) relative to the
plasmon frequency ωp in a regime of weak interaction between the
electron and the plasmon (i.e., a regime in which the ZLP is not sub-
stantially depleted by loss and gain events). In these calculations, the
illumination intensity is expressed in terms of the parameter

=n g|2 / |0
2 (i.e., the light-driven population of the plasmon mode),

which we take to be independent of ω0 for the sake of this analysis,
although in practice this parameter should follow a Lorentzian profile
as the light frequency is swept across the plasmon resonance. We ob-
serve an illumination-independent conventional EELS feature in the loss
part of the spectrum corresponding to a plasmon with a broadening
determined by the parameter γ (= 0.3 p in the present case), accom-
panied by symmetric narrow peaks originating in stimulated losses and
gains at frequencies = ± 0 relative to the ZLP. In contrast to the
broad spontaneous EELS feature, the width of the stimulated peaks is
roughly inversely proportional to t t1/( ),0 with the simulation time t
taken here to be =t t 100/0 . We thus observe a spectrum consisting
of a regular EELS spectrum (independent of illumination), on which
narrow sEELS and sEEGS peaks are superimposed. This result is in good
agreement with the experiment, keeping in mind that stimulated peaks
are broadened by the ZLP width and, to a smaller extent, by the laser
linewidth. It can be understood in terms of energy conservation because
stimulated processes involve discrete energy transfers between elec-
trons and photons mediated by the plasmon. Also, the lack of inter-
ference between regular EELS and sEELS is consistent with the fact that
they are associated with mutually incoherent processes. Finally, the
integral of the signal in the plots of Figure 8 for ω>0 (loss) and ω<0
(gain) is approximately given, within the numerical uncertainty, by

+n n( 1)/ , so the conclusion extracted above in the absence of losses is
still maintained, although the spectral distribution of the n and + 1
terms follow different characteristics.

5. Conclusion

We have presented a radically new solution for performing sEELS/
sEEGS experiments. In our approach, we use a nanosecond laser instead
of a femtosecond laser, and the electron detection rather than the
electron excitation is pulsed. sEELS/sEEGS signals could be un-
ambiguously detected. Although they resemble those obtained with a
pulsed excitation scheme, the coupling efficiency is much smaller, so
the results can be understood in a perturbative manner. This config-
uration allows us to genuinely switch from a normal EELS operation
mode to sEELS/sEEGS operation mode with comparable energy re-
solution. It also makes it easier to perform spectral imaging. Indeed, we
report two-dimensional spectral images acquired with a sEELS/
sEEGS signal. This allows us to accurately study scenarios in which the
excitation is on resonance with a particular plasmon of the sample.
Under such circumstances, both EELS and EEGS signals are amplified.
However, the EELS signal is larger and its ratio to the EEGS signal given
by = +sEELS/sEEGS ,n

n
1 where n is the average number of light-in-

duced plasmons. This is because the EELS signal is an incoherent su-
perposition of the spontaneous and stimulated EEL events. In order to
describe these phenomena, the plasmon decay which is usually not
included in EEGS theory, has been introduced in a quantum theoretical
approach that confirms this intuitive picture.

The versatility of the setup should allow its direct implementation in
any modern microscope, thus gives us some hope that sEELS/
sEEGS physics will be more widely studied in the coming years. In
particular, the study of resonant effects, first demonstrated here at one
particular excitation wavelength, should be straightforwardly extended
using tunable lasers. Spectroscopy with spectral resolution only limited
by the energy width of the laser, which is orders of magnitude better
than the ZLP width, would then be possible by studying the laser wa-
velength dependence of the sEELS/sEEGS peaks [13,27].
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Fig. 8. Calculated spectra for interaction of an electron beam with an illuminated plasmon mode, as described in the formalism presented in the main text. We
present the evolution of spectra for different values of the light frequency ω0. The loss and light frequencies (horizontal and vertical axes, respectively) are both
normalized to the plasmon frequency ωp. The plasmon width is assumed to be = 0.3 p. The plasmon-light interaction strength is quantified in terms of the
parameter mean number of plasmons =n g|2 / |0

2 (see labels).
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